
Year 3 
Spelling and 

Phonics 
Remote learning
5.01.21 – 8.01.21



Lesson 1 
What sounds do you know ? What sounds have been ringed ?



Read the sounds 



Read the words to help with spelling 



Read and then and write out ow words 
Max could see a bright red tower and a silver

tower. The MITES polish the glass tower and

plant flowers in the hot soil. They keep the flowers

cool with a shower. The jet has boiling hot oil in its

engine. Tiger and Mini get caught in a trowel full of

hot soil. The MITE puts the trowel down and they

jump out. They get trapped behind a door. How can

they get out now



What do you think the word of the day is?  Hint -

Belongs with ow words – read these with the missing ow

brown      clown          brow                           
c crown                    allow 

Rhymes with   towel
Have you guessed it? 



scowl
Say it – spell it Challenge – write it with suffixes ing ed er 

Verb  or noun? – Can you act it out ? 



Read the words to help with spelling 

Lesson 2 



Word of the day   Hint -

Belongs with ou words   - read these to help with spelling them  

sound           cloud         house                  
c around       ground                    
amount  

Rhymes with   pounce Have you guessed it? 

Word of the Day - hint -



flounce
Act it - Say it – spell it 

Noun /Verb? 

Challenge – write it with suffixes ing ed   s  



ow ou

Practise spelling some of the words by writing them in the correct group.



Lesson 3
What sounds do you know ? What sounds have been ringed ?



toy to enjoy 

spoil the boy 



point
If I know how to spell point – what other words do I know ? 
Use the suffixes  - ment , dis to make new words 

appoint



Read and find oi words 
Max could see a bright red tower and a silver

tower. The MITES polish the glass tower and

plant flowers in the hot soil. They keep the flowers

cool with a shower. The jet has boiling hot oil in its

engine. Tiger and Mini get caught in a trowel full of

hot soil. The MITE puts the trowel down and they

jump out. They get trapped behind a door. How can

they get out now



They were in t________ as the wheels  left 
the track !  

Belongs with oi words   - read to help with spellings  

soil     moist         join           
point       disappoint    oil  

Rhymes with   boil Have you guessed ?   

synonym - chaos    disorder   
confusion     uproar   

What is the missing word – use the clues to find out 



turmoil
Act it - Say it – spell it 

Challenge – can you add any suffixes ? Would 
any work ?



You are the teacher - Correct the spelling and punctuation  

Max could see a bright red touwer and a silver touwer. the MITES 

polish the glass touwer and plant flouers in the hot soill.  they keep

the flouers cool with a shower. the jet has booiling hot oill in its 

engine.  Tiger and Mini get caught in a trouwel full of hot soill.  The

MITE puts the trouwel douwn and they jump out.  they get trapped 

behind a door.  how can they get out noow

Lesson 4


